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News of the Institute

The tsunami, rather than the
shaking, caused loss of property
and approximately 200 lives along
the coastal areas of Nicaragua. In
addition, approximately 500 inju-
ries requiring treatment were
reported. The local coastal
economy, which relies on fishing,
tourism, and harbor activities, was
severely disrupted. An ancillary
impact of the tsunami was an out-
break of cholera in villages where
the water supply (wells) was
contaminated .

Nicaragua has a history of earth-
quakes and other natural disasters.
A December 23, 1972 earthquake
leveled the Nicaraguan city of
Managua (EERI Reconnaissance
Report, May 1973). Tsunamis
have been recorded in Nicaragua in
1859, 1919, 1950, and 1956.

EERI has sent a team of four U.S. scientists and engineers to investigate
the effects of the October 12th earthquake. Centered about 20 miles
southwest of Cairo and lasting 20 seconds, this was the strongest quake
on record so close to Cairo.

The EERI team is led by Nabih Youssef, Nabih Youssef & Associates
(Structural Engineer). Other members include: Samy Adham, Agbabian
Associates (Structural Engineer); Mehmet <;elebi, U.S. Geological Survey
(Strong Motion Instrumentation); and Josephine Malilay, Centers for
Disease Control (Epidemiologist).

As of October 21, 557 people were reported dead and almost 10,000
injured. While collapsed buildings and falling debris caused most of the
deaths and injuries, there were also reports of deaths and injuries,
particularly among school children, due to trampling in the panic that
followed the quake.

~housands of buildings are reported as destroyed or badly damaged.
!J1ost of the collapsed structures were old, poorly maintained stone or
mud brick masonry. However, several modern multi-story buildings also
collapsed in the quake and aftershocks. With support from AID/OFDA,
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An earthquake (M.. = 7.0) 200 PM) , and generated a destructive

miles off the Pacific coast of tsunami. The National Earthquake
Nicaragua occurred on September Information Center reported the
2, 1992 at 00: 16:01 UTC (local epicentral coordinates of the
time September 1, 1992 at 6: 16 earthquake as 11.8 N and 87.4 W

Numerous smaller magnitude
earthquakes followed.




